A summary of the technical advances that are incorporated in the fourth major release of the Q-CHEM quantum chemistry program is provided, covering approximately the last seven years. These include developments in density functional theory methods and algorithms, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) property evaluation, coupled cluster and perturbation theories, methods for electronically excited and open-shell species, tools for treating extended environments, algorithms for walking on potential surfaces, analysis tools, energy and electron transfer modelling, parallel computing capabilities, and graphical user interfaces. In addition, a selection of example case studies that illustrate these capabilities is given. These include extensive benchmarks of the comparative accuracy of modern density functionals for bonded and non-bonded interactions, tests of attenuated second order Møller-Plesset (MP2) methods for intermolecular interactions, a variety of parallel performance benchmarks, and tests of the accuracy of implicit solvation models. Some specific chemical examples include calculations on the strongly correlated Cr 2 dimer, exploring zeolite-catalysed ethane dehydrogenation, energy decomposition analysis of a charged ter-molecular complex arising from glycerol photoionisation, and natural transition orbitals for a Frenkel exciton state in a nine-unit model of a self-assembling nanotube.
Introduction
Quantum chemistry is a vigorous branch of theoretical chemistry, which is concerned with the development of practical theory, algorithms, and software, based on approximations to the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics (QM). While the electronic Schrödinger equation offers an in-principle exact description of the behaviour of electrons in molecules, subject to neglect of relativistic effects and nuclear motion, it is intractable to solve for real-istic systems without approximations. Several fundamental approaches to developing such approximations have been followed. The predominant methods for present-day applications to larger molecules are based on the framework of density functional theory (DFT). For smaller molecules, accuracy that is higher can be achieved by the use of wave function theory approaches such as perturbation theory, and coupled cluster (CC) theories. The optimal model for a given problem depends on the accuracy required, the Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 computational resources available, and the size of the system under consideration. In general, useful electronic structure methods trade off accuracy against computational feasibility over a very wide range.
All of the approximate methods of quantum chemistry provide models by which the electronic potential energy of a molecule, E(R), can be evaluated as a function of the clamped nuclear positions, R. Walking on the potential energy surface downwards to local minima leads to stable molecular structures, whose relative energies may be evaluated to predict reaction energies, and thus the thermodynamics of chemical transformations. Walking downhill in all directions but one (the reaction coordinate), and walking uphill in that direction leads to the first-order saddle points that separate reactants from products, and often play a major role in determining the kinetics of chemical reactions. Multi-step reaction mechanisms can in principle be identified this way, with the aid of appropriate surfacewalking algorithms. Molecular properties, many of which can be used for spectroscopic characterisation, may also be evaluated from quantum chemical models as derivatives of the energy with respect to applied perturbations, such as electric fields or magnetic fields.
Putting together a useful range of quantum chemical models that offer different trade-offs between achievable accuracy and computational effort for a range of molecular sizes is a non-trivial matter. Things are further complicated by the need to evaluate a range of responses of the energy to such key perturbations as moving the atoms, and applying fields. Therefore, the realisation of electronic structure simulations through useful software has evolved over the past five decades into team science of increasingly large scale. Early efforts such as Gaussian 70 represented essentially the work of a single group (Sir John Pople's group). Today, there are roughly a dozen or so leading electronic structure codes in chemistry, all of which represent the end result of delocalised collaborations amongst many groups. In addition to Q-CHEM, and its collaborator, Spartan (www.wavefun.com), leading commercial programs are represented by the ADF program [1] , the Gaussian program [2] , Jaguar [3] , MolCAS [4] , the Molpro package [5] , and the TURBOMOLE program [6, 7] . In addition there is a range of non-commercial programs which also represent the result of substantial collaborations. These include ACES III [8] , CFOUR [9] , Dalton [10] , GAMESS US [11] and UK [12] , NWChem [13] , and Psi [14] . Many other related codes exist in the condensed matter physics community, where periodic rather than molecular systems are typically the primary focus. Some 21 years ago, in late 1992, Peter Gill, then a postdoctoral researcher with John Pople, began writing the first lines of a then-new quantum chemistry program, called Q-CHEM, over his Christmas vacation. This paper marks the fourth major release of the resulting software, which now is over 3 million lines of code, and contains a very wide range of functionality for calculating the structure and properties of molecules using methods based on the principles of QM. The technical developments prior to 2000 were summarised in a first major review on Q-CHEM version 2 [15] , whose author list also illustrates the rapid growth in the number of contributors, which included not only members of the early founders' groups, but also many new groups including most famously the 1998 Nobel Laureate, Sir John Pople [16] . Subsequent advances between 2000 and 2006 were contained in Q-CHEM version 3.0, and were also documented in a review [17] .
A very recent overview of Q-CHEM [18] provides some further details of the historical development and evolution of the package, as well as a high-level summary of its capabilities. Today Q-CHEM serves the needs of a very large number of users (over 50,000 including both direct users, and the very large number of users who access its capabilities as the back-end of the widely used Spartan modelling package). Q-CHEM also serves the needs of one of the larger development communities in quantum chemistry, currently consisting of over 200 developers spread across a large number of research groups, primarily in academia. For the developers of the code, Q-CHEM is an open team-ware project, where the source code is provided freely, and distributed and updated through a central code repository. The rights of other developers and the company itself are protected through a straightforward non-disclosure agreement that places no restrictions on a developer's ability to publish research describing new theory or algorithms. The activity of the developer community is the key driver behind technical advances in the Q-CHEM software, so that this is very much a symbiotic relationship.
This paper summarises the fourth major release of Q-CHEM, and seeks to accomplish three principal purposes. The first purpose is to review a selection of the technical advances that have occurred in quantum chemistry over the past seven years or so which are incorporated into Q-CHEM 4. The review is, by necessity, relatively non-technical, with a focus on the physical content of the methods and algorithms. We provide brief overviews of the strengths and weaknesses of a large and diverse selection of new methods from the perspective of utility in chemical applications. Complete citations are given to the original literature for readers who are still hungry for further detail. The second purpose is to provide some example case studies of the new methods, particularly those that are not widely used as yet. Such studies provide some specific illustrations of the utility of the methods described in this work for particular chemical applications.
The third purpose of the paper is to serve as the literature citation for release 4 of the Q-CHEM quantum chemistry software package. This purpose is useful because it leads via the technical review to full literature citations for the Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 key algorithms contained in the program, at the moment in time when this version is current. By contrast, websites are continually updated (and archival material is continually removed), and an author list is an 'empty citation' that does not give the researcher any direct path to further information. The author list of this paper comprises the scientists who have contributed to Q-CHEM in either release 3 or release 4. Authors of earlier versions who have not subsequently contributed may be seen in the reviews describing release 2 [15] and release 3 [17] .
The remainder of this paper addresses the challenge of reviewing the science and presenting selected examples under the following organisation. The main areas where methodological advances have been made within our code are reviewed together with a variety of example calculations that illustrate accuracy and/or computational performance, and a selection of chemical case studies. The sequence of topics begins with general purpose electronic structure methods. We treat DFT, which is the most widely used family of electronic structure methods, in Section 2, and discuss recently added functionals for improved accuracy, and algorithmic improvements. Developments in wave function-based methods are reviewed in Section 3. They have the great strength of systematic improvability, particularly at the level of CC theory, where object-oriented design is vital to facilitate development and implementation of new methods. Support for parallel and graphical processing unit (GPU) computing environments is summarised in Section 4, with some example timings.
The standard (and many non-standard) electronic structure methods can be used in a great many ways, starting with recent developments in moving around on the resulting potential energy surfaces, which are discussed in Section 5. We turn next to the problem of treating extended environments in Section 6, which is important for modelling molecules in solution, large clusters, or active sites abstracted from complex systems such as proteins or heterogeneous solids. Energy and electron transfer capabilities are discussed in Section 7, followed by methods for chemical analysis of (at least some classes of) calculations in Section 8. As appropriate for a review of a 'back-end' code, as Q-CHEM fundamentally is, we then finish with a short discussion of the available 'front-ends' that provide input to the back-end, and visualise the resulting output.
Density functional theory Functionals
Kohn-Sham DFT (KS-DFT) [19] and its extensions provide a foundation for the development of model functionals, but no prescription for how such development should be accomplished. Accordingly, this is an area of great activity.
The full range of density functionals supported in Q-CHEM is too large to comfortably list here, and includes functionals ranging from vintage to brand new. Furthermore, assessing the strengths and weaknesses of different functionals is a major ongoing effort that involves the entire community of both developers and applications specialists. An overview paper cannot summarise this effort, although we can provide a few leading references to comparative studies [20] [21] [22] [23] and the main issues [24, 25] .
We shall discuss some of the new functionals added to Q-CHEM over recent years by considering the current main directions for improved physical content over the predominant density functional for chemistry, which during the last decade was certainly the global hybrid, B3LYP [26] .
(1) Meta-generalised gradient approximation (GGA) and hybrid meta-GGA functionals: including the kinetic energy density, τ , gives flexibility beyond global hybrids, and therefore is used in many modern density functionals, including M06-L, M06, M06-2X, and M06-HF [27] , as well as the recently introduced M11 and M11-L functionals [28, 29] . These functionals often yield improved accuracy for thermochemistry (TC) and non-covalent (NC) interactions relative to functionals that do not depend on τ . M06-L and M11-L have the considerable computational advantage of not requiring exact exchange, although there is reduced accuracy, particularly for reaction barrier heights. Other meta-GGA functionals include the constraint-based TPSS [30] , as well as its one-parameter hybrid cousin, TPSSh [30] . (2) Range-separated hybrid functionals: selfinteraction error (SIE), where an electron artificially sees a fraction of itself, is a well-known defect of standard density functionals, and causes artefacts that include spurious delocalisation of unpaired electrons [31, 32] , and charge-transfer excited states that can be drastically too low [33, 34] . While very difficult to remove fully, SIE can be significantly reduced by including 100% exact (wave function) exchange at large electronelectron distances, and a much smaller fraction at short distances, where DFT exchange functionals are effective. Examples of functionals of this type include the LC-ωPBE family of methods [35] [36] [37] [38] , the ωB97 functionals [39] [40] [41] [42] , M11 [28] , as well as tuned functionals of the BNL type [43, 44] , where the range-separation parameter can be chosen for the problem at hand based on physical criteria [45, 46] . Another option is to include 100% Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange at all inter-electronic distances, as in the M06-HF functional [47] . SIE at short inter-electronic distances also affects Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 TDDFT predictions of core excitation energies and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectra. These short-range SIE errors can be substantially reduced by short-range corrected functionals [48] , which are available in Q-CHEM.
(3) Non-covalent interactions: NC interactions, particularly van der Waals forces, involve non-local correlation effects that are very difficult to treat within a standard correlation functional. Thus, the characteristic R −6 long-range interaction potential is absent in traditional local and semi-local density functionals [49] . While it is quite often possible to still obtain an accurate result at the van der Waals minimum without including the long-range R −6 behaviour (e.g., with M06-2X or M06-L), several viable methods have emerged that recover the correct long-range behaviour [50] :
• A vast range of dispersion-corrected functionals that include damped C 6 /R 6 atom-atom potentials, based on either the Grimme-D2 [51] or -D3 [52] parameterisations are available. Computationally virtually free, but not actually density functionals at all, these methods represent the simplest possible treatment of dispersion. • Becke's exchange dipole model [53, 54] is a novel and accurate method for treating dispersion which has been implemented in Q-CHEM in an efficient and numerically stable form [55] . • van der Waals density functionals, which numerically integrate a nonlocal correlation functional that depends simultaneously on ρ(r) and ρ(r ), are a soundly based approach. Examples include vdW-DF-04 [56] , vdW-DF-10 [57] , VV09 [58] , and VV10 [59] . The VV10 form is also used in the very recently developed ωB97X-V functional [42] , a 10-parameter semi-empirical functional that is a further evolution of the ωB97 family that reduces the number of empirical parameters, while improving physical content.
(4) Double hybrid functionals: based on Görling-Levy perturbation theory as well as semi-empirical considerations, double hybrid functionals (also sometimes called 'doubly hybrid' functionals) include second-order perturbation theory (PT2) corrections to a KS reference. They can yield improved accuracy for both bonded and non-bonded interactions, albeit with increased computational cost and a need for larger basis sets. Q-CHEM contains numerous double hybrids, including B2PLYP [60] and B2PLYP-D [61] , XYG3 [62] , ωB97X-2 [41] , and PBE0-2 [63] . XYGJ-OS is an opposite spin double hybrid [64] , which scales as only O(M 4 ), for which the analytical gradient is also available [65] . (5) Becke post-self-consistent field (SCF) functionals: the semi-empirical B05 post-SCF functional [66, 67] uses the Becke-Roussel exchange model [68] to compute a local analogue to the exact exchange hole. The extent of delocalisation of the exact exchange hole is used as a parameter for capturing both same-spin and oppositespin non-dynamical correlation within a single determinant framework. Coupled with the modified Bc88 correlation functional (BR94) [69, 70] to capture dynamical correlation, the performance of the six-parameter B05 functional parallels the performance of existing hybrid meta-GGA functionals for atomisation energies and barrier heights. A self-consistent version of the B05 functional has been efficiently implemented [71] into Q-CHEM 4, including a resolution-of-the-identity (RI) version that greatly reduces the cost of computing the exact exchange energy density [72] .
To provide just a glimpse of the comparative performance of some of the standard functionals available in Q-CHEM, Table 1 shows the root mean square (RMS) errors associated with a variety of density functionals on some established test sets for bonded and non-bonded interactions. Of the 10 data-sets, the first 4 (TAE, Alk19, DBH24, and G21IP) correspond to TC datapoints (203 total), while the latter 6 (HW30, S22, S66, A24, X40, and DS14) correspond to NC interaction datapoints (196 total) . Computational details and specific data-set information can be found in [42] ; comparisons of GGA functionals trained on the same data with different choices of non-local exchange and correlation have also been presented recently [73] .
For the bonded interactions, it is clear that exact exchange is very useful, as the two best functionals are the range-separated hybrid GGA ωB97X-V functional and the global hybrid meta-GGA M06-2X functional, with RMS errors around 3 kcal/mol. In comparison, the best local functional for TC (M06-L) has an RMS error that is nearly double that of the best hybrid functional. For non-bonded interactions, the range-separated hybrid GGA ωB97X-V functional outperforms the next best density functional by almost a factor of 2. However, local meta-GGA functionals like M06-L can compete with well-established dispersioncorrected hybrid functionals such as ωB97X-D. On the popular S22 data-set, the three best density functionals are ωB97X-V, ωB97X-D, and M06-L, with RMS errors of 0.23, 0.41, and 0.43 kcal/mol, respectively. For a more comprehensive assessment of these density functionals on a data-set of over 2400 datapoints, the reader is referred to Table 6 in [42] . Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 Table 1 . RMS errors in kcal/mol for 17 density functionals available in Q-CHEM on 10 data-sets comprising 399 datapoints. The first four data-sets contain bonded interactions, representative of thermochemistry (TC), evaluated using the aug-cc-pVQZ basis. The latter six data-sets contain non-covalent (NC) interactions, which are evaluated using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis, except for the X40 data, which used the def2-TZVPPD basis set. The TC data-sets are (1) non-multi-reference total atomisation energies (TAE) [74] , (2) atomisation energies of n = 1-8 alkanes (Alk19) [75] , (3) diverse barrier heights (DBH24) [76] [77] [78] , (4) adiabatic ionisation potentials (G21IP) [79, 80] , (5) weak hydrocarbon-water interactions (HW30) [81] , (6) hydrogen-bonded and dispersion-bonded complexes (S22) [82, 83] , (7) interaction energies of relevant biomolecular structures (S66) [84, 85] , (8) small non-covalent complexes (A24) [86] , (9) non-covalent interactions of halogenated molecules (X40) [87] , and (10) interactions of complexes containing divalent sulphur (DS14) [88] . The final two columns give the overall RMS errors for the four TC data-sets and six NC data-sets. 
Electric and magnetic molecular properties
The calculation of molecular properties provides an important link to experiment and many linear-scaling methods have been developed over recent years that allow to compute molecular systems with more than 1000 atoms (see, e.g., [89] [90] [91] [92] ). The Q-CHEM program package allows the computation of a wide range of properties at the HF and KS-DFT levels. Apart from determining geometries, vibrational spectra, and electronic excitations, the new version of Q-CHEM offers several new and improved efficient linearscaling methods to evaluate different electric and magnetic response properties for large systems. These range from the calculation of NMR chemical shieldings using density matrix-based coupled-perturbed SCF theory [93, 94] (also for large basis sets with up to g functions in the new version) to electric response properties [95, 96] by an implementation of the density matrix-based time-dependent SCF algorithm [97] that allows for calculating static and dynamic polarisabilities and first hyperpolarisabilities. Here, an overall asymptotic linear-scaling behaviour can be reached by employing O(N) integral evaluations based on CFMM [98] and LinK [99, 100] in combination with efficient sparse algebra routines [93] . Furthermore, the combination of linear-scaling QM methods for calculating molecular properties with simple molecular mechanics (MM) schemes (QM/MM) has proven to be a very valuable tool for studying complex molecular systems. The linear-scaling methods allow to systematically converge the property with the chosen QM sphere, and convergence for QM/MM schemes is typically clearly faster than in pure QM calculations, since in complex systems long-range electrostatics are accounted for (see, e.g., [92, 101, 102] ).
As another new feature, the calculation of indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling constants (J-coupling) [103, 104] is introduced. The implementation uses the LinK scheme [99, 100] for the construction of exchange-type matrices for non-metallic systems. A fully density matrix-based algorithm is currently in development [105] . Basis functions with angular momenta up to g are supported. Predictions of good accuracy for J-couplings can be obtained [106, 107] especially when using specialised basis sets [108] [109] [110] [111] , several of which have been added to the basis set library.
The J-based configurational analysis [112] is a robust technique for the structural elucidation of even large organic molecules [113] . In the past, analyses of J-couplings have mostly utilised the Karplus equations [114] [115] [116] , which relate 3 J-coupling constants to the dihedral angle between atoms. Moving from empirical equations to predictions from first principles, for example with DFT, is desirable Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 not only because the predictions are expected to be more reliable, but also because it expands their applicability. Long-range J-couplings [117] , or even couplings through hydrogen bonds [118] , neither of which are tractable with current empirical methods, can naturally be studied by computational chemistry if an adequate level of electronic structure theory is selected.
Algorithm developments
A great variety of algorithmic improvements for DFT calculations have been incorporated into Q-CHEM. Those to do with parallel computing are covered separately in Section 4.
Resolution-of-the-identity methods: for large atomic orbital (AO) basis sets in particular, RI methods offer substantially improved performance relative to exact evaluation of two-electron integrals with nearly negligible loss of accuracy, if appropriately optimised auxiliary basis sets are employed. The Karlsruhe group associated with TurboMole has been amongst the leading developers of such basis sets. The standard RI method may be further enhanced by performing local fitting of a density or function pair element. This is the basis of the atomic-RI method (ARI), which has been developed for both Coulomb (J) matrix [119] and exchange (K) matrix evaluation [120] . In ARI, only nearby auxiliary functions K(r) are employed to fit the target function. This reduces the asymptotic scaling of the matrixinversion step as well as that of many intermediate steps in the digestion of RI integrals. Briefly, atom-centred auxiliary functions on nearby atoms are only used if they are within the outer radius (R 1 ) of the fitting region. Between R 1 and the inner radius (R 0 ), the amplitude of interacting auxiliary functions is smoothed by a function that goes from zero to one and has continuous derivatives. To optimise efficiency, the van der Waals radius of the atom is included in the cutoff so that smaller atoms are dropped from the fitting radius sooner. Energies and gradients are available.
Multi-resolution exchange-correlation (MrXC) quadrature: MrXC [121] [122] [123] can accelerate the numerical quadrature associated with computation of the XC energy and the XC matrix needed in the SCF procedure. It is an algorithm for seamlessly combining the standard atom-centred grid of quantum chemistry, with a cubic grid of uniform spacing by placing the calculation of the smooth part of the density and XC matrix onto the uniform grid. The computation associated with the smooth fraction of the electron density is the major bottleneck of the XC part of a DFT calculation and can be done at a much faster rate on the cubic grid due to its low resolution. Fast Fourier transform and B-spline interpolation are employed for the accurate transformation between the two types of grids such that the final results remain the same as they would be on the atom-centred grid alone. By this means, a speedup of several times for the calculations of the XC matrix is achieved. The smooth part of the calculation with MrXC can also be combined with the Fourier transform Coulomb method [124] to achieve even higher efficiency, particularly for calculations using large basis sets and diffuse functions.
TDDFT gradients and Hessians: a recent implementation of TDDFT analytical gradients (also in the Tamm-Dancoff approximation [125] ) is available [126] , with parallel capabilities. A more distinctive capability is the availability of an implementation of TDDFT analytical frequencies (greatly extending an existing analytical configuration interaction with single substitutions [CIS] frequency code [127] ), both in the Tamm-Dancoff approximation [128] and for full TDDFT [129] . In addition, analytical TDDFT gradients and frequencies have been extended [130] to include the smooth polarisable continuum models for solvation that are discussed in Section 6.1. Compared to numerical differentiation, analytical second derivatives of the excitation energy yield higher precision and need much less computer time, but require much more memory. The memory usage is mainly dominated by the geometric derivatives of the MO coefficients and transition amplitudes, which is dealt with by solving the coupled-perturbed equations in segments. To ensure high precision, a fine grid for numerical integration should be used, since up to fourth-order functional derivatives with respect to the density variables as well as their derivatives with respect to the nuclear coordinates are needed.
Dual basis methods: an effective method for reducing the computational cost of SCF calculations is to perform the SCF calculation in a small ('primary') basis set, and subsequently correct that result in a larger ('secondary') basis set, using perturbation theory. Q-CHEM contains two related approaches for performing dual basis calculations. Both energies and analytical gradients are available for the dual basis approach of Head-Gordon and co-workers [131, 132] , who have also developed dual basis pairings for the Dunning cc-pVXZ [133] and aug-cc-pVXZ [134] basis sets. From a good reference, the HF perturbation theory approach [135, 136] provides more accurate corrections even at first order, and is also applicable to DFT calculations. Not only jumps in basis set, but also in the choice of quadrature grid, and density functional itself are possible via the 'triple jumping' approach [137] .
Metadynamics and non-orthogonal configuration interaction (NOCI): SCF metadynamics [138] allows one to find alternative minima within the SCF framework (either HF or KS-DFT). Alternative minima are obtained by applying a bias in density matrix space at the locations of previously found minima and using standard convergence algorithms on this modified potential energy surface. It is then possible to perform NOCI [139, 140] using the resulting non-orthogonal determinants as a basis. One then builds and diagonalises the Hamiltonian in this representation. Q-CHEM supports the use of general and complex HF orbitals for this purpose. While calculation of the Hamiltonian is more complicated than in orthogonal CI, it has been shown for some systems that the number of determinants to obtain qualitatively accurate results for ground and excited states of challenging systems such as polyenes is rather small (less than 100 or so) [140] . 10 isomers In a recent paper [141] , Herbert and co-workers discovered that halide-water clusters present a challenge for density functionals such as LC-VV10, ωB97X-D, and M06-2X. In particular, the binding energies of 10 isomers of F − (H 2 O) 10 proved to be the most notorious case. Using the same geometries and reference values, nine density functionals available in Q-CHEM were benchmarked on these 10 isomers, and the results, calculated in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with a (99,590) grid, are provided in Table 2 and Figure 1 . Table 2 confirms that a majority of these density functionals are unable to accurately predict the binding energies of these isomers. However, the newly developed ωB97X-V functional performs at least two times better than the next best functional, which is (surprisingly) PBE. In order to identify if the functionals in question are underbinding or overbinding the clusters, it is useful to consider Figure 1 . Besides PBE and B3LYP, all of the density functionals overbind the isomers, with B3LYP-D2, M06-2X, and PBE-D2 overbinding more severely than the rest. ωB97X-D, M06-L, and M11 overbind considerably as well, though by approximately 5 kcal/mol instead of more than 10 kcal/mol. For the relative energies of the clusters, the Minnesota functionals perform poorly, with errors larger than 1 kcal/mol. The two best functionals are ωB97X-V and ωB97X-D, with RMS errors of 0.40 and 0.45 kcal/mol, respectively. The parallel performance of ADC(3) calculations on the benzene molecule is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Case study: relative and binding energies of 10 F − (H 2 O)

Wave function methods
Perturbative methods
Second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory [142, 143] is widely used as the simplest and most computationally inexpensive wave function treatment of dynamic correlation. Q-CHEM's workhorse implementation based on RI algorithms for the energy and gradient [144, 145] is Table 2 . Relative and binding energy RMS errors in kcal/mol for 10 isomers of F − (H 2 O) 10 with respect to RI-CCSD(T)/CBS benchmark values. highly efficient for small-and medium-size molecules. For greater efficiency in larger basis sets, energies [133] and gradients [146] are also available for the dual basis RI-MP2 method. For larger molecules, an efficient cubicscaling MP2 method has been implemented in Q-CHEM. The method is grounded on the atomic orbital-based MP2 formulation and uses a Cholesky decomposition of pseudodensity matrices (CDD) [147, 148] in combination with integral screening procedures using QQR integral estimates [148] [149] [150] . Using the RI approach and efficient sparse matrix algebra, the RI-CDD-MP2 method shows a fairly small prefactor for a reduced-scaling method. Due to the asymptotically cubic scaling of the computational cost of the RI-CDD-MP2 method with the size of the molecule, the approach is faster for larger systems than the conventional fifth-order scaling RI-MP2 method. The crossover between RI-CDD-MP2 and conventional RI-MP2 is found already for systems as small as, e.g., two DNA base pairs as shown by the timings in Table 3 . While MP2 greatly improves on the mean-field reference in many cases, it also has some well-known weaknesses. These include a need for large basis sets, overestimation of intermolecular interactions, and susceptibility to spin-contamination. Q-CHEM contains a variety of recently developed methods that partially lift some of these limitations. For ground state treatment of intermolecular interactions, Q-CHEM contains newly developed attenuated MP2 methods, which offer remarkable improvements in accuracy for small-and medium-sized basis sets. Attenuated MP2 [151] [152] [153] is available with the Dunning aug-cc-pVDZ (small) and aug-cc-pVTZ (medium) basis sets. This approach works by cancelling the overestimation of intermolecular interactions by attenuation of the long-range part of the correlation energy. A summary of the RMS errors (kcal/mol) obtained for a series of inter-and intramolecular non-bonded interactions is given in Table 4 . Consistent improvement relative to unattenuated MP2 is found for databases of hydrogen-bonded, dispersion, and mixed interactions (divalent sulphur, A24, S22, S66, and L7). Relative conformational energies for sulphate-water clusters, alkane conformers (ACONF), cysteine conformers (CYCONF), sugar conformers (SCONF), and dipeptide and tripeptide conformers (P76) are in good agreement with benchmarks.
As a further evolution of spin-component scaled MP2 methods for systems susceptible to spin-contamination, Table 4 . Root mean squared errors (in kcal/mol) for databases of non-bonded interactions, grouped by intermolecular or intramolecular interactions. Only equilibrium geometries were examined from the divalent sulphur database [154] . Complete basis set estimates (CBS) for MP2 were taken from references for the divalent sulphur, SW49 [155] [156] [157] , ACONF [158] , CYCONF [159] , and SCONF [160] databases. MP2/CBS results for the S22 [82, 83] , S66 [84, 85] , L7 [161] , and P76 [162] databases were obtained from the Benchmark Energy and Geometry DataBase (BEGDB) [163] . MP2/CBS results for the A24 databases [164] were generated for this work. the orbital optimised opposite spin (O2) method is available (energies [165] and gradients [166] ). Relative to full OO-MP2, which exhibits systematic overbinding, O2 yields higher accuracy by virtue of its single semi-empirical scaling parameter, and also lower computational cost (O(M 4 ) vs. O(M 5 )) by virtue of containing no same-spin contribution [167] . In addition to cleaning up spin-contamination problems [165] , O2 also avoids the n-representability and force discontinuity issues of MP2 [168] . At higher computational cost than O2 (same cost as OO-MP2), the recently introduced δ-OO-MP2 method [169] simultaneously solves the problems of overestimating correlation effects and divergences from vanishing denominators in small-gap systems by using a regularisation, or level shift, parameter. Beyond ground states, the corresponding second-order correction to single excitation CI for excited states [170] , CIS(D), offers similar advantages to MP2 and suffers from very similar limitations. Within Q-CHEM, more computationally efficient excited state scaled opposite-spin methods are available, that, like SOS-MP2 and O2, scale as O(M 4 ). SOS-CIS(D), a non-degenerate method [171] , is available for excited state energies. SOS-CIS(D0), a quasidegenerate approach, which is therefore more robust at the cost of some additional computation, has both energies [173] and analytic gradients [174, 175] available.
Coupled cluster methods
Q-CHEM 4 features a wide variety of computational methods for the ground and excited states based on CC theory [176, 177] . These methods are amongst the most versatile and accurate electronic structure approaches. The equationof-motion (EOM) approach extends single-reference CC methods to various multi-configurational wave functions. Q-CHEM 4 includes EOM-CC methods for electronically excited states (EOM-EE), ionised/electron-attached ones (EOM-IP/EA), as well as doubly ionised (EOM-DIP) [178] and spin-flip (EOM-SF and EOM-2SF) [179, 180] extensions that enable robust and reliable treatment of bondbreaking, diradicals/triradicals, and other selected multiconfigurational wave functions. Gradient and properties calculations (including interstate properties) are available for most CC/EOM-CC methods.
Q-CHEM 4 offers an efficient multi-core parallel implementation of these methods based on a general purpose tensor library [181] . The library provides a convenient tensor expressions C++ interface that aids new developments.
In order to reduce computational requirement for the CC methods and improve parallel performance, we exploited two reduced-rank approaches based on RI and Cholesky decomposition (CD) of two-electron repulsion integrals [172] . The equations were rewritten to eliminate the storage of the largest four-dimensional intermediates leading to a significant reduction in disk storage requirements, reduced I/O penalties, and, as a result, improved parallel performance. For medium-size examples, RI/CD calculations are approximately 40%-50% faster compared with the canonical implementation. More significant speedups (two-to fivefold) are obtained in larger basis sets, e.g., cc-pVTZ. Even more considerable speedups (six-to seven-fold) are achieved by combining RI/CD with the frozen natural orbitals approach [182] . Importantly, with Q-CHEM, one can perform CC/EOM-CC calculations for relatively large systems (up to ∼1000 basis functions) on mainstream singlenode servers. Detailed performance benchmarks are available in [172, 181] . Table 5 shows selected timings obtained on a single 16-core Xeon-Dell node for dimethyl-uracyl dimer solvated by one water molecule ((mU) 2 -H 2 O, C1 symmetry, 158 electrons). Frozen natural orbital (FNO) calculations in Table 5 used an occupation threshold of 99.5%. As an example, for the 6-31+G(d,p) basis, this corresponds to 292 active virtual orbitals and 118 frozen virtuals. Using FNO leads to errors in IEs that are less than 0.02 eV relative to the full calculation, which is typical for this threshold [182] .
While conventional CC and EOM methods allow one to tackle electronic structure ranging from well-behaved closed-shell molecules to various open-shell and electronically excited species [177] , metastable electronic states, so-called resonances, present a difficult case for theory. By using complex scaling and complex absorbing potential techniques, we extended these powerful methods to describe autoionising states, such as transient anions, highly excited electronic states, and core-ionised species [183] [184] [185] . In addition, users can employ stabilisation techniques using charged sphere and scaled atomic charges options [186] . Various improvements of iterative diagonalisation algorithms enable access to high-lying interior eigenvalues.
Algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC) methods
Algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC) methods constitute a series of methods for the calculation of excited states which derive from the perturbation expansion of the polarisation propagator [187, 188] . Each method differs in the approximation to the Hamiltonian matrix for which the eigenvalue problem has to be solved, as well Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 as in the way state properties and transition properties are computed from the eigenvectors. In first order, the ADC(1) eigenvalue problem is identical to CIS, but additional terms enter in the computation of transition moments. The secondorder approximation, ADC(2) provides excitation energies (and transition properties) comparable to those obtained with CIS(D) [170] and CC2 [189, 190] . An extension to the second-order scheme ADC(2)-x adds additional terms to the Hamiltonian matrix which put more weight on doubly excited configurations. As a result, the excitation energies are shifted to lower energies, in particular if the respective states possess strong double excitation character. Accordingly, the comparison of ADC(2)-x and ADC(2) results can yield useful insights about the importance of double excitations in the spectrum [191] . With the third-order method, ADC(3) the accuracy of the excitation energies improves further, getting close to the results obtained by CC3 calculations, though at computational costs which are an order of magnitude smaller.
In Q-CHEM, ADC methods up to third order are available for the computation of excited states [192] . They have been implemented based on the same general purpose tensor library [181] as the CC methods, offering shared-memory parallelisation and a LaTeX style programming interface for new equations. The implementation allows for the calculation of excitation energies and transition properties from the ground state, as usual. In addition, excited state properties and transition properties between excited states can be computed on request. From those, two-photon absorption crosssections can be deduced via sum-over-states expressions. Alternatively, the two-photon absorption cross-section can be obtained by inversion of the ADC matrix [193] . For visualisation of the excited states, transition densities or attachment and detachment densities may be exported as grid data for later display by standard visualisation tools.
Furthermore, Q-CHEM features spin-opposite scaled (SOS) ADC variants for both second-order schemes ADC(2) and ADC(2)-x [194] . They follow the idea of SOS-MP2 to reduce computational costs and improve the resulting energies. Therefore, same-spin contributions in the ADC matrix are neglected, while opposite-spin contributions are scaled using appropriate semi-empirical parameters. SOS-ADC(2) requires two scaling parameters c os and c c , while for SOS-ADC(2)-x another parameter c x is needed. The parameter c os = 1.3 is inherited from SOS-MP2 for the scaling of the T 2 amplitudes, while the parameters c c and c x are used to scale the ph/2p2h block and the off-diagonal part of the 2p2h/2p2h block of the ADC matrix, respectively. For SOS-ADC(2) the optimal value of c c = 1.17 was determined by fitting against the Thiel benchmark set [195] . A similar fit for SOS-ADC(2)-x yielded c c = 1.0 and c x = 0.9 as optimal values [194] . With these parameters, a mean absolute error of 0.14 eV in the excitation energies is achieved by SOS-ADC(2) for the Thiel benchmark set. For SOS-ADC(2)-x, the mean absolute error for predominantly single excitations becomes 0.17 eV, while for states with large double excitation character, it is 0.21 eV.
Another set of ADC variants in Q-CHEM uses the corevalence separation (CVS) approximation [196] to calculate core excitations. In general, the calculation of core-excited states is quite difficult, since with standard implementations the valence excited states need to be calculated before any core-excited state can be obtained. The CVS approximation solves this problem by decoupling core and valence excitations in the ADC Hamiltonian. Thereby, it makes use of the fact that the interactions between core and valence excitations are negligible due to the strong localisation of the core orbitals and the large energy separation between core and valence orbitals. As result, core-excited states can be computed independently from the core-excitation part of the ADC Hamiltonian, which significantly reduces the computational costs compared to the calculation of valenceexcited states. CVS variants for ADC(1), ADC(2), and ADC(2)-x are available with CVS-ADC(2)-x showing excellent agreement with experimental data [197] .
Density matrix renormalisation group
Q-CHEM now includes an interface to the density matrix renormalisation group (DMRG) code of Sharma and Chan ('Block') [198] [199] [200] [201] . The DMRG [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] [211] is a variational wave function method based on a class of wave functions known as matrix product states (MPS) [208, 212] . The DMRG allows for unique kinds of quantum chemical calculations to be performed. The accuracy of the DMRG can be continuously tuned based on a single parameter, the number of renormalised states, denoted M. In typical calculations, M ranges from 1000 to 10,000. By increasing M, it is possible to push DMRG calculations to yield highly accurate energies (e.g., to within 10-100 microHartrees of the exact result) for systems much larger than can be treated with full configuration interaction (FCI) [213] [214] [215] . While convergence with M is system dependent, as a guide, for a modest number of electrons (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , high accuracy can be achieved for more than 100 orbitals, while for larger number of electrons (e.g., up to 40), high accuracy can be achieved for about 40 orbitals, using M up to 10,000.
Furthermore, because the MPS is not built on an excitation expansion around a Slater determinant, DMRG calculations are well suited to describe strong or multi-reference correlation, as found in transition metals or excited states [208] . Here, the DMRG is often used to replace a complete active space calculation [205, 216, 217] . Active spaces with up to 40 orbitals can be treated reliably, and the DMRG has been applied to bioinorganic complexes with as many as four transition metal ions, such as the Mn 4 Ca cluster of photosystem II [218] , and [4Fe-4S] clusters. Finally, the MPS mathematically represents one-dimensional chain-like correlations very efficiently. The DMRG can thus be used with Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 great effect in treating correlations in π -systems of many conjugated molecules [216, 219, 220] .
The version of Block included with Q-CHEM can be run in an entirely black-box fashion; orbital ordering, one of the more unusual inputs into a DMRG calculation, can be determined automatically using a graph-theoretical algorithm, or a genetic algorithm optimisation. The user need only specify the final number of states (M) desired. The DMRG module is also completely parallelised; larger calculations as described above should be run on 10-100 cores.
Active space spin-flip methods
This is a family of methods capable of treating strong correlations via an active space at lower computational cost than complete active space SCF (CASSCF) type methods, and with greater ease of use. A molecule with strong correlations requires multi-configurational wave functions to be even qualitatively correct. For two strongly correlated electrons, the first such approach is the spin-flip extended single configuration interaction (SF-XCIS) model [221] . For general numbers of strongly correlated electrons (though computational cost increases exponentially with the number of spin-flips), two implementations [222, 223] of the restricted active space spin-flip (RAS-SF) model [224, 225] are available. These methods start from a high spin restricted openshell HF determinant, where the strongly correlated electrons are initially all high spin. The target low-spin strongly correlated states are accessed by flipping the spins of half the high spin levels (which define the active space), and performing a full CI calculation in the active space, augmented by single excitations into and out of the active space. These additional 'particle' (p) and 'hole' (h) excitations provide state-specific relaxation of the orbitals.
The efficient implementation of the RAS-SF (i.e., spin-flipping in the RAS-CI formalism) has enabled detailed electronic structure studies of singlet fission in dimers plus environment models of pentacene and tetracene crystals [226] [227] [228] [229] . Relevant electronic states include delocalised excitonic states, with a variable admixture of charge-resonance configurations, interacting with a dark multi-exciton state of a doubly excited character. Importantly, the RAS-2SF method allows one to treat all electronic states within the same computational framework in dimers and even trimers of relevant compounds (tetracene, pentacene, hexacene, etc). RAS-SF calculations enabled investigations of the effect of morphology on the state couplings.
Very recently, the efficiency of the methods has been increased by treating the excitations into and out of the active space perturbatively, to define the SF-CAS(h,p) method [230] . The basic idea is that if the states of interest are predominantly described by active space configurations, then the small state-specific relaxations that are accounted for by the particle and hole excitations in RAS-SF can be accurately approximated by perturbation theory at much lower computational cost. The perturbative framework also permits treatment of extended single excitations that go from the hole space to the particle space (i.e., 'hole-particle' excitations), as the active space is rearranged, defining the SF-CAS(S) method [231] . SF-CAS(S) is a method that contains physics that goes beyond RAS-SF, and therefore begins to account for effects that we would normally identify as being associated with dynamic correlation.
As an example of the performance of the newest SF-CAS methods, one may consider the simultaneous bond dissociation of H 2 O. In the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, CCSD(T) provides a binding energy of 231 kcal/mol, with 75 kcal/mol attributed to dynamical electron correlation. In Figure 3 , the computed bond dissociation curves for the SF-CAS, SF-CAS(h,p) 1 , and SF-CAS(S) 1 methods are compared. In general, a single spin-flip takes care of a single bond dissociation. In this example, two bonds are broken, requiring two spin-flips from the quintet restricted open shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) reference.
While all the methods smoothly dissociate to correct products without spin-contamination, the binding energy for SF-CAS is significantly less than even that of unrestricted HF (UHF), reflecting the biasing of quintet orbitals against the bound singlet state. The perturbative treatment Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 of hole and particle states in SF-CAS(h,p) 1 improves this binding (-174 kcal/mol) to a value that is slightly better than the uncorrelated UHF method, while avoiding any spin-contamination or kinks in the PES. Adding the full singles correction perturbatively, SF-CAS(S) 1 significantly increases the binding, to 208 kcal/mol, which corresponds to recovering a considerable fraction of the dynamical correlation energy.
Coupled cluster valence bond
The perfect pairing (PP) approximation [232, 233 ] treats a molecular system as a collection of semi-independent electron pairs. In fact, this treatment is quite compatible with the classic Lewis dot structure picture of bonds and lone pairs. When neighbouring covalent bonds are broken, resulting in open-shell fragments, they can become strongly coupled to each other, invalidating the semi-independence assigned to them by PP. This is true for double and triple bonds, for example, and in such cases the PP energy will lie far above the sum of the energies of the dissociated fragments. The coupled cluster valence bond (CCVB) approximation [234] was introduced to account for this strong coupling, while retaining the simple Lewis picture of PP. CCVB possesses exact spin symmetry, will give correct energy profiles in these sorts of bond dissociations, and incurs only a modest computational cost (the number of variables describing the strong correlations between pairs smaller than the number of MO coefficients). CCVB can treat both open-and closed-shell systems. CCVB is particularly useful for the lowest energy state of each spin multiplicity for systems with strong spin correlations, such as the example discussed below. The main limitation of CCVB is that, effectively, it models only one Lewis dot structure at a time, and this can result in irregularities in situations where resonance effects are significant, as discussed in more detail elsewhere [235] .
As an example of the application of CCVB, we have computed the potential energy surface for the dissociation of Cr 2 . The Cr 2 molecule has a formal hextuple bond, amounting to six strongly correlated electron pairs, and it is well recognised as a difficult multi-reference problem in which static and dynamic correlation effects are both important [236] . The canonical multi-reference approach for Cr 2 is to employ a 12 electrons in 12 orbitals complete active space, which entails many thousands of configurations (the naive number is 12 C 6 2 ). In contrast, the CCVB wave function for this case is built from only 21 parameters. We have included CASSCF and UHF results, and all calculations used the Wachters+f basis set [237] [238] [239] . The energies are relative to two times the septet-spin Cr energy. The results of our calculations are given in Figure 4 . The principal purpose is to illustrate the ability of CCVB to capture the important static correlations associated with bondbreaking in this system. Such correlations are so important that the UHF wave function is spin-polarised at all bond lengths shown: the restricted solution is not stable anywhere in the range shown! For static correlation, CASSCF represents the exact solution of the (12,12) Schrödinger equation, and is the benchmark against which CCVB can be tested. Across the range of bond lengths shown, CCVB is remarkably close to CASSCF, while UHF, with its spin contamination error, is clearly inferior. Furthermore, the optimal bond lengths are 3.23, 3.25, and 3.41 Å , for CASSCF, CCVB, and UHF, respectively. Finally it should be remembered that the experimentally derived equilibrium bond length of Cr 2 is only 1.7 Å , and the binding energy is about 35 kcal/mol, which indicates the key role of dynamic correlation, which is not considered in CCVB (or CASSCF).
Advanced computing capabilities
Shared memory parallel routines for DFT and HF energies and gradients have been recently implemented in Q-CHEM by Zhengting Gan. The key computational bottlenecks that require special programming are matrix element evaluation, including both analytical two-electron integral formation, and numerical exchange correlation quadrature. As an illustration of the usefulness of the resulting algorithms for small-scale (single node or workstation) parallel calculations, Figure 5 shows the CPU timings and parallel speedups for a B3LYP/6-311G(3df,3pd) calculation on the glutamine molecule. Note that upon going from one core to two cores, the speedup is super linear: this reflects algorithmic improvements in the integral code that were made in the process of developing the parallel code. OpenMP parallel capabilities have also been added for RI-MP2 calculations [153] . A novel algorithm that minimises disk transfers in the shared memory environment is employed, and all steps scaling higher than quadratic in system size are parallelised. Combining the OpenMP SCF and OpenMP parallel capabilities permits low elapsed job times for even quite large molecules in medium-sized basis sets. As an example of the usefulness of these algorithms for practical applications, Figure 6 shows two large molecular complexes from the L7 database [161] . The first, GCGC, is two guanine-cytosine base pairs that are arranged in a stacked Watson-Crick hydrogen-bonded arrangement as in DNA. The second, PHE, is a trimer of phenylalanine residues in a mixed hydrogen-bonded-stacked conformation. Figure 6 also shows the elapsed timings for the SCF and MP2 steps on a 64 core 2.3 GHz AMD Opteron 6300 series node, which indicate that the MP2 calculation is still less computationally demanding than the SCF step in these quite extended systems. These large 1000-1400 basis Figure 6 . Elapsed times for SCF and MP2 energy evaluation on two large complexes from the L7 database [161] , using the augcc-pVDZ basis set, with integral thresholds of 10 −14 and an SCF convergence criterion of 10 −10 . The calculations were performed on a 64 core 2.3 GHz AMD Opteron 6300 series node. function calculations with high precision (integral thresholds of 10 −14 and SCF convergence of 10 −10 ) show elapsed times of only two to three hours. In addition, GPU code has been added for RI-MP2 energies [240, 241] and gradients.
Walking on potential energy surfaces
In quantum chemistry codes, it has been common practice to provide sophisticated local optimisation methods [242] that permit optimisation to minima with emphasis on requiring as few gradient evaluations as possible, both by effective choice of coordinates, as well as guesses for Hessians, in addition to the optimisation procedure itself. Extensions of local optimisers, such as the partitioned rational function optimisation (P-RFO) method [243] , are provided for converging to transition structures. Such methods, which are local optimisations to saddle points, walk downhill in all directions but the reaction coordinate, in which the walk is uphill. The P-RFO approach (and related methods) is very computationally efficient given an excellent initial guess, and an associated Hessian [244] . Recent developments provide additional sophisticated techniques that supplement these established tools, as discussed in the following subsections.
Growing and freezing string methods
If the initial guess for a transition structure is so poor that the associated Hessian has the incorrect character, then transition structure optimisations are quite likely to fail, and the cycle of guess structure, run search, fail, guess again, etc, can be labour intensive and frustrating. This difficulty can be substantially overcome if the reactant and product geometries, corresponding to initial and final minima, are known. In that case, automatic path-finding tools, such as the growing and freezing string methods, can characterise a reaction coordinate joining the end-points. The highest point on the pathway becomes an excellent initial guess for subsequent refinement of the transition structure.
The growing string method (GSM) is an iterative algorithm [245] for determining a set of intermediate structures that connect the reactant and the product via the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC). The GSM has been reimplemented recently [246] , with the use of linear synchronous transit [247] to improve initial guessing. While formally very attractive, the GSM is still computationally quite expensive compared to the cost of a local optimisation to a transition structure. The freezing string method (FSM) [248] provides a much less expensive algorithm for determining a path with a specified number of intermediate structures (nodes) connecting reactant and product, starting like the GSM from both ends of the path, and adding nodes irreversibly until the two ends join. As a result of its non-iterative nature, the FSM cannot guarantee an IRC, but it is typically a quite reliable way to obtain a good initial guess for a transition Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 structure that can then be refined by conventional local search.
Neither the FSM nor GSM require Hessians. To further avoid the high cost of exact Hessian evaluation, additional new tools [249] have been added that provide two more important capabilities. First, algorithms that combine the known reaction coordinate and its curvature from the FSM (and refined by subsequent iterative diagonalisation using only gradients) enable the automatic construction of an initial Hessian for transition structure refinement at the end of an FSM calculation. Second, when a local optimisation has completed, the characterisation of the stationary point can also be performed by iterative diagonalisation using only gradients, to avoid Hessian evaluation at this step also. An example of the use of these tools is given at the end of this section.
Classical and quasi-classical trajectories
Q-CHEM has contained ab initio classical trajectory methods for some years, based on an efficient Fock matrix extrapolation strategy [250] . For some purposes, however, purely classical dynamics are inadequate. As a simple example, consider simulating the infrared spectrum of a highfrequency mode such as an OH stretch in water clusters [251] : the vibrational amplitude would be much too small at room temperature by classical dynamics. Some (though not all!) of the limitations of classical trajectories may be overcome through the use of quasi-classical trajectories [252, 253] , which is now available in Q-CHEM [254] . An old but useful idea, quasi-classical trajectories are initialised with kinetic energy corresponding approximately to the appropriate quantum distributions based on normal mode analysis. The trajectories are run classically. Useful information can be obtained at short times (while at long times energy artificially flows from high-frequency modes to low-frequency ones), and a particularly useful case is the exploration of short trajectories that are launched from the highest energy intermediate transition structures in complex chemical reactions. As an example, quasi-classical trajectory studies of hydrocarbon cracking in zeolites have shown that a single high-energy transition structure can lead to multiple products (rather than a single path) [255] .
Basin hopping for low-lying minima of clusters
In many chemical problems it is necessary to identify the global or low-lying minima on a complex potential energy surface. Characterisation of the structure of molecular clusters is one example that presents a challenge for standard structural optimisation techniques. The basin hopping method [256] is a combination of a Metropolis Monte Carlo sampling technique and a local search method, which has the effect of sampling energy basins instead of sampling configuration space. In Q-CHEM, the basin hopping search also incorporates 'jumping', which allows the search to escape from a minimum by unconditionally accepting a series of moves.
Performing a basin hopping search in conjunction with quantum chemical methods removes the need to have a suitable empirical force field available and allows systems with more complex electronic structure or changes in electronic structure to be studied. Molecular clusters comprising water and methanol clusters have been studied at the B3LYP−D/6-31+G* level of theory [257] . The structures corresponding to the global minimum for the (H 2 O) 7 and (H 2 O) 3 (CH 3 OH) 4 clusters are illustrated in Figure 7 , which shows the structures to be similar with the methyl groups of methanol occupying the sites of free hydrogens in the (H 2 O) 7 cluster. Other studies have considered radical cation clusters including water [258, 259] with a combination of DFT and MP2 methods. Low-energy structures that correspond to different characteristic structural motifs can be identified. Figure 7 also shows the two lowest energy isomers of the (H 2 O) + 8 cluster. Both of these isomers conform to a separated ion-radical pair structure, with H 3 O + and OH that are not directly attached to each other. Also shown are the computed infrared spectra for the O-H stretching region. The spectrum for the lowest energy isomer is in excellent agreement with the spectrum measured by experiment [260] , confirming that the correct isomer has been identified. Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 Figure 8 . Illustration of a freezing string method (FSM) calculation on the transition structure for ethane dehydrogenation to ethene in the zeolite, H-MFI, modelled by a T12 cluster as described in the text. In panel (a), the relative energies of the calculated nodes of the FSM pathway are shown, beginning from the optimised structures of the reactant and the product. In panel (b), the final optimised transition structure is shown, which was calculated starting from the highest energy node on the FSM pathway.
Case study: ethane dehydrogenation transition structure in H-MFI zeolite
Cracking and dehydrogenation are competing reactions that alkanes undergo at Brønsted-acid sites within acidic zeolites. These monomolecular reactions can be used to probe the shape-selective behaviour in zeolite pores. There is a very large literature on electronic structure calculations on such systems, and prior to the development of economical methods for automatically locating transition structures, such as the FSM, the location of transition structures was labour intensive. In this example, the FSM TS search beginning with reactant and product geometries is used.
A cluster model consisting of 12 tetrahedral (T) atoms terminated with H is used, with the acid site located at the T12 position. The reactant state consists of ethane physisorbed at this acid site, and the product state consists of physisorbed ethene and H2. The T5 cluster consisting of the Al atom and four surrounding Si atoms is allowed to relax, and the remaining zeolite framework is fixed. The system is treated at the B3LYP/3-21G level of theory. The transition structure that is located is illustrated in Figure 8 .
The first step in this method is the generation of a guess to the TS. The FSM is used with 20 nodes along the string, and 3 gradient relaxation steps per node. The maximum energy point along the FSM string is taken as the TS guess. The second step involves refining this guess to the correct TS using the partitioned-rational function optimisation (P-RFO) method. For TS searches, P-RFO is more reliable if the Hessian at the TS guess is used as input. In order to avoid a full Hessian calculation, which can be expensive for large systems such as zeolite clusters, an approximate Hessian can be generated from the FSM output. The TS guess and the approximate reaction coordinate generated by the FSM can be used to iteratively calculate the lowest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of the exact Hessian using a finite difference implementation of the Davidson method. This information can then be incorporated into a guess matrix as described elsewhere.
The first step, generation of the FSM reaction path, requires 83 gradients. An additional 10 gradients are required to generate the lowest eigenvalue and eigenvector of the Hessian to initiate the TS refinement, which itself required 167 gradients to converge to good tolerances. The first key point to be made is that the automatic generation of the TS guess via the FSM does not greatly affect the cost of the overall search (less than twice as expensive), yet has the great advantage of removing the need to generate the guess by hand (possibly multiple times, if first attempts are inadequate). A second point is that the automatic generation of a Hessian with the correct structure requires only 10 gradients vs. the equivalent of about 62 gradients done analytically. The third point is that the approximate Hessian performs comparably to the exact one in the TS search itself (it requires 186 gradients for the same convergence from the same guess using the exact Hessian). Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015
Modelling extended environment
Classical modelling of an extended environment (a solvent, or a macromolecular framework for example) is an important aspect of modern quantum chemistry calculations. Q-CHEM provides a variety of low-cost methods, of varying complexity and sophistication, for incorporating a classical environment into a quantum-mechanical calculation of the molecule or region of primary interest. These methods include several dielectric continuum-based descriptions of a liquid solvent; mixed QM/MM calculations that can be performed using Q-CHEM as a stand-alone program or else via an interface [261] with the widely used 'CHARMM' MM program [262] ; and the effective fragment potential (EFP) method [263] , which can be used to parameterise a polarisable force field, in an automated way based on quantum chemistry calculations. In addition to these quantum/classical approaches, several fragmentbased quantum chemistry models are also available [264] , in which the entire (super)system is ultimately described quantum-mechanically, but in order to reduce the cost this is done one subsystem at a time, using a variety of methods to describe the coupling between different subsystems.
Continuum solvation
Dielectric continuum models of liquid solution have a long history in quantum chemistry calculations [265, 266] , where they are usually known as polarisable continuum models (PCMs). PCMs model bulk electrostatics by treating the solvent as a homogeneous dielectric continuum characterised by a single parameter, ε: the dielectric constant. Q-CHEM includes several of the most recent innovations in this area, including a sophisticated treatment of continuum electrostatics that is known variously as the integral equation formalism (IEF-PCM) [267] or the surface and simulation of volume polarisation for electrostatics [SS(V)PE] model [268] . (The two are formally equivalent at the level of integral equations [269, 270] , but there are subtle yet important implementation differences, as discussed in [271] .)
For high-dielectric solvents such as water, the much simpler conductor-like model (C-PCM) [272, 273] affords nearly identical solvation free energies as compared to IEF-PCM/SS(V)PE, differing formally only by terms of O(ε −1 ) that are negligible for ε 50 [271] . Mathematically, C-PCM has the form [273] Sq = −f (ε) v (1) where Sq (the electrostatic potential of the induced surface charge) is proportional to v, the solute's electrostatic potential at the solute/continuum interface. The proportionality factor,
has been a source of much discussion in the literature [273] [274] [275] [276] , specifically with respect to whether the optimal choice is x = 0 [274] (consistent with the Born model) with x = 1/2 [277] (a compromise between Born's model of a charge in a sphere and Onsager's model of a dipole in a sphere). The choice is obviously inconsequential in highdielectric (ε 1) solvents, but in non-polar solvents the choice x = 1/2 proves to be somewhat more accurate as compared to experiment, at least when non-electrostatic terms are included as well [273] . Equation (1), with x = 1/2, was originally suggested by Klamt and Schüürmann [277] , who called it the conductor-like screening model (COSMO). Nowadays, however, 'COSMO' implies a model based on Equation (1) but with an explicit correction for outlying charge [275, 276] . (On the other hand, even C-PCM includes an implicit correction for outlying charge, as shown by Chipman [269] .)
A C-PCM description of the solvent is available for excited-state TDDFT calculations as well [130] , including its analytic gradient and Hessian. Together, these methods facilitate efficient solution-phase geometry optimisations and harmonic frequency calculations for molecules in excited electronic states.
One crucial aspect of the implementation of any PCM is the construction of a molecule-shaped 'cavity' that defines the interface between the atomistic solute and the continuum solvent. A formally appealing way to construct the cavity is to let it coincide with an isocontour of the quantum-mechanical solute electron density [278] , and such a construction is available in Q-CHEM for use with SS(V)PE [279] . Unfortunately, the analytic energy gradient for such a construction has yet to be developed, and at present, carefully parameterised, bond-connectivitydependent atomic radii can surpass the accuracy of an isodensity cavity when it comes to computing solvation free energies [280] . (Recent attempts to incorporate nonelectrostatic terms into the isodensity construction show great promise for high accuracy with minimal parameterisation [281, 282] , but these corrections are not yet available in Q-CHEM.)
For these reasons, the vast majority of PCM calculations use a cavity construction that is based in some way on atom-centred van der Waals spheres. Because these spheres must be discretised onto a grid for practical calculations, such an approach suffers from discontinuities in the energy and forces as the atoms are allowed to move, e.g., in a geometry optimisation [284] . This ubiquitous problem is avoided by Q-CHEM's intrinsically smooth implementation of both IEF-PCM and C-PCM [271, 284, 285] . This implementation passes the stringent test of conserving energy in ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of solution-phase molecules, even for difficult cases such as intramolecular proton transfer in aqueous glycine, where the shape of the cavity changes drastically as the proton is shuffled between carboxylate and amino moieties [285] . Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 Table 6 . Mean unsigned errors (MUEs, in kcal/mol) for solvation free energies in water and in 17 organic solvents, from [283] . The aforementioned PCMs, however, treat only the bulk electrostatic contributions to solvation, neglecting other contributions such as dispersion, exchange repulsion, and solute-induced changes in the solvent structure. Although non-electrostatic corrections to PCMs can be put in 'by hand' [286, 287] to obtain accurate free energies of solvation [288] , a more universal approach is offered by the so-called SMx models developed by Cramer and Truhlar [283] . The SMx models use a variety of macroscopic solvent descriptors (surface tension, refractive index, acid/base parameters, etc.) to parameterise non-bulk electrostatic corrections to a generalised Born treatment of bulk electrostatics [289, 290] , and are designed to work in a black-box way for any solvent. Q-CHEM includes two of the more recent versions of the SMx approach: SM8 [291] and SM12 [292] . Both models afford similar statistical errors in solvation free energies [292] , but SM12 does lift an important restriction on the level of electronic structure that can be combined with these models. Specifically, the generalised Born model for electrostatics that is employed in SM8 is based upon a variant of Mulliken-style atomic charges, and is therefore parameterised only for a few small basis sets, e.g., 6-31G*, whereas SM12 uses charges that are stable with respect to basis-set expansion (namely CM5 charges [293] ) and is therefore available at any level of electronic structure theory.
Mean statistical errors in solvation free energies ( G 298 ) vs. experiment are shown in Tables 6 and 7 for several implicit solvent models. Results in Table 6 demonstrate that the SM8 model achieves sub-kcal/mol accuracy for neutral molecules, although average errors for ions are more like ∼4 kcal/mol [283] . Non-electrostatic terms appropriate for IEF-PCM are available for a few solvents [286, 287] , and when these are included, the 'IEF-PCM+non-elst.' errors (Table 7 ) are comparable to those obtained using SM8 [288] . Also shown in Table 7 are results from the COSMO-RS model (where RS stands for 'real solvent') [294, 295] . This model yields error statistics that are essentially identical to those exhibited by SM8, but requires external software in addition to Q-CHEM. 
QM/MM and fragment methods
For serious QM/MM applications, significant developments have also occurred with respect to Q-CHEM's ability to interface with external classical simulation packages, particularly the CHARMM program. First, major strides were made in the area of QM/MM normal mode analysis. In 2009, full QM/MM analytic second derivatives were implemented in Q-CHEM (stand-alone and coupled to CHARMM) [296] ; both restricted and unrestricted HF and DFT methods are supported. This was closely followed by the parallelisation of these full QM/MM Hessian calculations and extension to the mobile block Hessian formalism, significantly reducing CPU and memory requirements for these intensive calculations [297] . Complementing Q-CHEM/CHARMM support for QM/MM dielectric approaches (see also QM/MM/PCM below), the solvent macromolecule boundary potential method has also been interfaced to Q-CHEM [298, 299] . Last, but not least, a user-friendly Web interface that facilitates the graphical set-up of QM/MM calculations (i.e., Q-CHEM/CHARMM) was also developed [300] . It is anticipated that this will receive significant enhancements in the near future and tie closely into IQMOL, which is discussed in Section 9.
In addition, major progress has been made since v. 3.0 towards making Q-CHEM a versatile, stand-alone QM/MM program [38, 301] , without the need to interface with CHARMM or any other classical MD package. Notable features of the stand-alone QM/MM package include the availability of several widely used force fields (AMBER, CHARMM, OPLS) with an option to add user-definable force field parameters. QM/MM functionality is available for all QM models implemented in Q-CHEM, including excited-state methods insofar as correlated post-HF wave function models or time-dependent DFT can be based on a reference determinant that has been polarised by the MM environment. For ground-state calculations, periodic boundary conditions are available based on a novel implementation of Ewald summation for QM/MM calculations Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 [301] . Alternatively, the PCM solvation models discussed in Section 6.1 can be used as boundary conditions for a QM/MM calculation. In this case, the solute/continuum interface is defined by the (potentially sizable) MM region of the calculation, such that the cubic-scaling PCM equations potentially become the bottleneck of the calculation, exceeding the QM cost! To facilitate large-scale QM/MM/PCM calculations, Q-CHEM therefore includes a linear-scaling, scalable-parallel conjugate gradient solver for the PCM equations [305] . Significant progress towards enhancing the stand-alone QM/MM functionality is anticipated in the near future.
Q-CHEM also provides a more sophisticated way to account for environment effects on the electronic structure of a solute, by using the EFP method. The EFP method is a first-principles-based model that was originally designed to describe aqueous environments [306, 307] . It was later extended to general solvents and biological environments [263, 308, 309] . The interaction energy between EFP fragments is modelled as a sum of Coulomb, polarisation, dispersion, and exchange-repulsion terms, all of which are derived as truncated expansions in terms of intermolecular distance and overlap integrals. The accuracy of the EFP method was tested on the S22 and S66 data-sets for noncovalent interactions [302] . The results shown in Table 8 demonstrate that EFP is similar in accuracy to MP2 and the M06 density functional and is superior to classical force fields and most density functionals not corrected for dispersion interactions.
EFP is interfaced with the SCF, CIS/TDDFT, and CC-MAN/CCMAN2 modules, allowing ground and excited state calculations in the presence of polarisable environments [310] [311] [312] . Electrostatic and polarisation EFP terms in QM/EFP calculations modify the electronic Hamiltonian of the quantum region to affect the shapes and energies of the molecular orbitals (MOs) of a solute. Each excited state interacts differently with the polarisable environment. This effect is accounted for by computing additive energy corrections to the excitation energies [310] . The combination of first-prinicple polarisable explict solvents with the EOM-CC family of methods is a unique feature of Q-CHEM, enabling state-of-the art calculations of solvatochromic effects and redox processes [312, 313] . To sum up, the major differences between the QM/EFP and QM/MM schemes are: (1) more accurate and detailed description of the electrostatic interactions in EFP using distributed multipoles up to octopoles versus the partial charge representation used in typical MM; (2) polarisable environment in EFP induces self-consistent response to the electronic wave function of the quantum region, while most classical force fields are not polarisable.
EFP is a fragment-based rather than atom-based potential. Each effective fragment contains a set of pre-defined parameters. Parameters for any fragment may be generated in the GAMESS package [314] in a special type of Table 8 . Mean unsigned errors (in kcal/mol) of the total interaction energies for hydrogen bonded (HB), dispersion dominated (DISP), mixed (MIXED) complexes and the whole group (ALL) of the S22 data-set by EFP, molecular mechanics force fields, HF, DFT, and ab initio methods. From [302] and references therein, except for the XSAPT values [303, 304] . run (MAKEFP run). The Q-CHEM distribution contains a library of fragments with prepared and tested potentials (typical solvents, DNA bases, molecules from S22 and S66 data-sets). Effective fragments are kept rigid in all computations. The QM/EFP formalism can be extended to biological systems. For that, a biological polymer is split into and represented by a set of individual effective fragments. Scripts automating preparation of the fragments and parameters are provided within the Q-CHEM distribution. The Q-CHEM implementation of the EFP method is based on the stand-alone EFP library libefp [315] and will benefit from all future updates and improvements to the EFP algorithms.
Method
Other fragment-based methods for non-covalent interactions that are available in Q-CHEM include an electrostatically embedded many-body expansion [316] . This method is based on a truncation of the traditional many-body expansion, E = in which E I represents the energy of monomer I, E IJ = E IJ − E I − E J is a two-body correction for dimer IJ, etc. The idea is to truncate Equation (3) at some number of 'bodies' n N, and to accelerate convergence (with respect to n) by performing the monomer (E I ), dimer (E IJ ), trimer (E IJK ), . . . calculations in a point-charge representation of the remaining monomer units. These point charges can be obtained, e.g., as Mulliken charges or as charges fitted to the monomer electrostatic potentials (ChElPG charges [317] ). Due to the highly non-linear scaling of quantum chemistry methods, the cost of performing, e.g., N(N − 1)(N − 2)/6 distinct trimer calculations, N(N − 1)/2 distinct dimer calculations, and N distinct monomer calculations may be far less than the cost of performing an electronic structure calculation on the entire non-covalent supersystem. The subsystem calculations can be performed at any level of theory, and electrostatically embedded two-and three-body expansions are often reasonably faithful to supersystem results computed at the same level of theory [264, 316, 318] .
A fragment-based method for non-covalent interactions that is currently unique to Q-CHEM is an extended (cluster) version of symmetry-adapted perturbation theory [264, 303, 304, 319, 320] . This so-called XSAPT method generalises the traditional SAPT methodology [321] to clusters of arbitrary size, treating many-body polarisation effects in a self-consistent way but approximating other non-covalent interactions (exchange and dispersion) in a pairwise-additive but ab initio fashion. XSAPT extends SAPT-style energy decomposition analysis to clusters containing more than two monomer units [304] . For a cluster consisting of N monomer units, the cost of an XSAPT calculation is about the same as N(N − 1)/2 second-order dimer SAPT calculations, each of which is MP2-like in cost. Second-order SAPT works well for non-covalent clusters whose interactions are dominated by polarisation (induction) and electrostatics, but inherits MP2's problems with overestimating dispersion energies in the basis-set limit. For dispersion-bound systems, good results are only obtained by carefully choosing a small basis set to exploit error cancellation [319, 320] .
This unhappy state of affairs is remedied by replacing the MP2-like dispersion and exchange-dispersion terms in SAPT with empirical atom-atom dispersion potentials, which also has the effect of reducing the cost from fifth-order to third-order scaling [303, 304] ! The resulting method is called XSAPT(KS)+D, where the 'KS' refers to the fact that KS-DFT is used for the monomers. The cost therefore scales like DFT with respect to the size of the monomer units [303] , while scaling only quadratically with respect to the number of monomer units, making it cheaper than supersystem DFT already for as few as N = 2 monomers [303] . At the same time, the method exhibits subkcal/mol accuracy (relative to complete-basis CCSD(T) benchmarks) for non-covalent interactions [303, 304] , as shown in Table 9 for three successively improved versions of the empirical dispersion potential (D1, D2, and D3). Also shown are very recent results in which second-order dispersion is retained but empirically scaled, as suggested in [323] . Mean unsigned errors (MUEs) for various subsets of the S22 data-set are shown in Table 8 , from which it is clear that these methods provide outstanding performance for both systems that are dominated by electrostatics and induction (the HB subset) as well as those whose binding is dominated by dispersion.
Energy and electron transfer
Energy transfer: direct Coulomb and exchange couplings
Excitation energy transfer (EET) is a process where one electronically excited molecule or fragment passes its excitation energy to another. In the singlet states, it is the widely used Förster energy transfer [324] . EET in triplet states is seen in triplet quenching processes [325] , as well as artificial light-emitting systems utilising phosphorescence [326, 327] . Fermi's golden rule has the rates of these processes proportional to the square of an electronic coupling factor, which is the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix element for the diabatic states (i.e., locally excited states [328] ). Computational schemes that offer total EET couplings such as the fragment excitation difference and the fragment spin difference has been available in Q-CHEM for several years [329] [330] [331] . In this revision, we have included the option to compute the Coulomb and exchange couplings to further dissect the total coupling and derive physical insights into its origin [332] . In the derivation of the coupling for singlet EET (SEET), [324, [333] [334] [335] a first-order perturbation expansion is often used. It can be shown that the electronic coupling for singlet EET contains three contributions,
while the corresponding breakdown for triplet EET (TEET) is [331] :
In Equation (4), V Coul is the Coulomb coupling that arises from the Coulomb interaction between electronic transitions,
V exch in both Equations (4) and (5) is the exchange coupling, V exch = − dr 1 dr 2 γ tr * D (r 1 , r 2 )γ tr A (r 1 , r 2 ) Table 9 . Mean unsigned errors (MUEs) and maximum errors, both in kcal/mol, with respect to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks for the S22 [82, 83] , S66 [84, 85] , and CHB15 data-sets [322] , using three generations of XSAPT(KS)+D as well as XSAPT(KS) with scaled second-order dispersion, sd-XSAPT(KS). The Kohn-Sham functional used is LRC-ωPBE [37] , with ω tuned in a monomer-specific way to achieve the condition that ε HOMO equals minus the ionisation potential [304] .
S22
S66 CHB15 which is the Dexter exchange coupling that arises from the indistinguishability of the electrons in many-electron wave functions [333] . γ tr (r, r ) in Equation (7) is a one-particle transition density matrix. ρ tr (r) in Equation (6) contains diagonal elements of the transition density matrix: ρ tr (r) ≡ γ tr (r, r). The remaining contributions to EET couplings, such as the term V ovlp arising from the overlap of donoracceptor orbitals, and the influence of ionic-CIs have also been discussed in the literature [332, 336, 337] .
Method
In the condensed phase, the polarisability of surrounding molecules affects the Coulomb part of the EET coupling of the chromophores. A quantum mechanical model was formulated through a general TDDFT framework [335] for the polarisability effect in SEET coupling. The solvent effect on the Coulomb coupling was treated with a continuum solvent model [338] . Such solvent effects have been studied for photosynthetic light-harvesting systems [339, 340] .
Q-CHEM's direct coupling scheme for electron transfer coupling is now extended for the Coulomb and exchange couplings in EET (V could and V exch Equations (6) and (7) ). The donor and acceptor transition densities are calculated separately from CIS or TDDFT calculations, and the Coulomb and exchange couplings are calculated using the efficient two-electron integrals in Q-CHEM. The solvent polarisation effect on the Coulomb coupling is also implemented in this revision, using the efficient PCM kernel in Q-CHEM (Section 6.1). Such results allow one to analyse the physical contributions to the EET coupling [329, 331, 332] .
Constrained DFT
One way to treat electronic energy transfer and electron transfer processes is to construct appropriate diabatic states [341] . In the context of DFT, one appealing way to do this is through constrained DFT (CDFT) [342] . One minimises the energy of the system subject to chemically or physically motivated constraints on the density [343, 344] . For example, in electron transfer, one might constrain the net charge on a fragment of the molecule [345, 346] , or for magnetic systems one might constrain the net spin [347] . These states then provide a basis for describing reactantand product-like states for electronic reactions. From the computational point of view, because CDFT is variational, the energies and analytic forces are easily computed at a cost that is not much higher than standard DFT. Q-CHEM has the ability to apply multiple simultaneous constraints to the system for any density functional. The result is that, in addition to specifying the atomic coordinates, one also has the ability to specify the net charges and/or spins on multiple fragments within a molecule or supramolecular assembly.
In addition to energies of these diabatic-like states, one also would like to be able to compute the electronic coupling between two CDFT states. This can be done using a simple approximation involving the KS orbitals [348] . The resulting electronic coupling can then be computed in a fraction of the time of the CDFT calculations themselves. The CDFT idea can also be applied in many contexts beyond electron transfer. Notably, the CDFT solutions bear a strong resemblance to valence bond configurations, which leads to the realisation that CDFT states can be a good way of using DFT for problems that are inherently multi-reference [349, 350] . The basic idea is to converge several CDFT states (that play the role of the active space in an MCSCF or CASSCF calculation) and then build the Hamiltonian as a matrix, using the energies of the states and the couplings between them. One then does a small CI calculation to account for the influence of these different valence bond-like states on the total wave function. This CDFT-CI method is able to describe conical intersections between the excited state and the ground state [351] and recently analytic gradients of this method have also been implemented [352] .
Localised diabatisation
As an alternative to direct coupling or constrained DFT, meaningful diabatic states can also be computed via Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 localised diabatisation. In particular, Q-CHEM now allows the user to transform CIS or TDDFT/TDA adiabatic excited states according to either Boys [353] or Edmiston-Ruedenberg [354] localised diabatisation. Diabatic states {| I > } can be generated from multiple (N states ≥ 2) adiabatic states
and the user must decide only which adiabatic states {| I > } should be transformed. In analogy to orbital localisation, Boys localised diabatisation prescribes maximising the charge separation between diabatic state centers, whereas ER localised diabatisation prescribes maximising the total self-interaction energy. Note, however, that both methods are completely invariant to choice of orbitals. These methods can be justified by assuming a slow solvent coordinate that is moderately coupled to an electronic subsystem. Boys localisation then assumes that the solvent coordinate yields an electric field that is linear in space (and, in effect, is a multi-state generalisation of generalised Mulliken-Hush [353] ), while ER localisation assumes that that solvent takes the form of an isotropic linear dielectric medium. While Boys localisation can be applied safely for ET, ER localisation can be applied safely for both ET and EET. Q-CHEM also allows a third option, BoysOV [355] , specifically for EET; according to BoysOV, one performs Boys localised diabatisation separately for the virtual (particle) and occupied (hole) components of the dipole operator. Finally, for energy transfer, it can be helpful to understand the origin of the diabiatic couplings. Thus, for adiabatic CIS excited states, Q-CHEM now provides the functionality to decompose the diabatic coupling between diabatic states into Coulomb (J), exchange (K), and oneelectron (O) components [356] : Figure 9 . EDA results (from large basis DFT calculations) for the ternary complex of the vinyl alcohol cation, formaldehyde, and water that results from photoionising glycerol, HOCH 2 -CHOH-CH 2 OH. Its stability arises from two strong interactions. The largest is a 27 kcal/mol H-bond between water and the vinyl alcohol cation. This type of H-bridged ion-molecule interaction is often assumed to be electrostatic, but the EDA shows it is at least 50% CT in origin. The O lone pair donor orbital (bold), and HO σ * acceptor orbital (faint) pair are shown at the top left. The second strong interaction is a longer-range electrostatic (charge-dipole, frozen-dominated) interaction between the vinyl alcohol cation and formaldehyde with little CT (see top right).
Analysis
Energy decomposition analysis
Understanding the origin of intermolecular or intramolecular interactions in terms of physically interpretable components is the goal of energy decomposition analysis (EDA) methods. Such components typically include permanent electrostatics, corresponding to interactions between charges and/or multipole moments, induced electrostatics associated with polarisation, Pauli repulsions associated with interactions between filled orbitals, and dative or donor acceptor interactions associated with interactions between filled and empty orbitals. By far the best-known EDA approach is the natural bond orbital (NBO) suite of methods due to Weinhold and co-workers [395] [396] [397] [398] , which Q-CHEM supports via a standard interface to the current version of the NBO package. In addition, Q-CHEM contains the absolutely localised molecular orbital (ALMO) EDA [399] , as a built-in method. The ALMO EDA is a descendent of the Kitaura-Morokuma EDA [400] (which is perhaps the first EDA method), and uses the same definition of the frozen interactions. It is also closely related to the block-localised wave function EDA [401, 402] because both approaches use the same variational definition of the polarisation energy that is an upper limit to the true extent of polarisation [403] . A distinctive advantage of the ALMO-EDA is that the charge-transfer contribution is separated into pairwise additive contributions associated with forward and back-donation, and a non-pairwise decomposable higher order contribution, which is very small for typical intermolecular interactions. The ALMO-EDA is implemented for open-shell [404] as well as closed-shell fragments [399] , and uses the efficient ALMO-SCF method [405] as its underlying computational engine.
In addition to the energy decomposition, the ALMO-EDA provides a means to automatically generate the pairs of orbitals (donor and acceptor) that are responsible for da-tive interactions, which can be visualised and chemically interpreted [406] . As an example of the application of the ALMO-EDA, Figure 9 shows the principal intermolecular interactions associated with the trimeric complex between the vinyl alcohol cation, water, and formaldehyde. This triplex was recently identified by computational and experimental evidence [407] as being the principal intermediate that results from photoionisation of the glycerol molecule, before fragmentation occurs. The remarkable stability of the complex is due to two very strong intermolecular interactions. The first one has the character of a very short, strong hydrogen bond, involving charge transfer from a water lone pair towards the vinyl alcohol cation, in addition to strong polarisation effects. The second one is primarily an electrostatic interaction, involving both permanent and induced components, between the vinyl alcohol cation and formaldehyde. The strength of the ALMO-EDA is in clearly distinguishing the different character of the two strongest interactions.
Natural transition orbitals
The canonical MOs are seldom a good basis for conceptual understanding of electronic transitions, especially for HF (as opposed to KS) MOs, where the virtual orbitals formally describe electron-attached states rather than bound excitations, leading to significant mixing of the canonical MOs in the excited-state wave function. Density differences or attachment/detachment densities [408] , both long available in Q-CHEM, are often more helpful, but densities lack the nodal structure that sometimes provides important information about the character of an excited state. An important class of examples are the Frenkel exciton states in a system composed of multiple, electronically coupled chromophore units. These excitons are delocalised over more than one chromophore unit, leading to attachment and detachment Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 Figure 10 . NTOs with largest amplitude, and attachment/detachment densities, for a Frenkel exciton state in a nine-unit model of the self-assembling nanotube described in [412] . The chromophore unit is a derivative of naphthalenetetracarboxylic acid diimide. densities that are both highly delocalised, and each of which occupies approximately the same region of space. Nodal information is extremely useful in interpreting the character of such an excited state, which is often (at a qualitative level) simply a linear combination of optically allowed transitions on the monomer units [38] .
Analysis of these and other excited states is greatly simplified by constructing natural transition orbitals (NTOs) [409] [410] [411] . For a given excited state, these orbitals amount to the unitary transformations of the occupied and virtual MOs that provide the best possible particle/hole picture of that state, in the sense of having a dominant occupied/virtual transition. The attachment/detachment densities are recovered as the sum of the squares of the particle/hole NTOs, but the NTOs are orbitals (not densities) and thus contain phase information. This is helpful in assigning diabatic character (ππ * , nπ * , etc.) to excited states in complex systems. An example is shown in Figure 10 , which depicts both NTOs and attachment/detachment densities for a particular exciton-type state of a nine-chromophore model of a selfassembling organic nanotube [412] . Both the attachment and detachment densities are delocalised over essentially the same four chromophores. Inspection of the four occupied/virtual NTO pairs with largest amplitudes, however, immediately reveals how this excitation can be understood as electronic coupling between four different localised π → π * excitations on each of the four different chromophores. In systems not displaying excitonic character, a single occupied → virtual transition in the NTO basis often accounts for 95% of the total excitation amplitude.
Graphical user interfaces
IQMOL
IQMOL is an open source molecular editor and visualisation package that has been written to work with the Q-CHEM package. It provides a single integrated environment for building molecules, setting up and submitting Q-CHEM calculations, and analysing the resulting output.
IQMOL has a flexible and easy to use free-form molecular builder that allows structures to be built from a variety of building blocks including atoms, functional groups, and entire molecular fragments. It also allows the user to add EFP fragments for use in EFP calculations [413] . The func-Downloaded by [McGill University Library] at 10:58 05 November 2015 tional groups, molecular fragments, and EFPs are obtained from an internal library that is loaded at start up and that can be easily extended by the user. Structures can be optimised using a range of MM force fields available in the Open Babel library [414] including MMFF94, UFF, Ghemical, and GAFF. Constraints can be applied to the structure and these are applied in the MM minimisation as well as being passed through to Q-CHEM for any subsequent geometry optimisation. Structures can also be symmetrised using the integrated SYMMOL [415] routine which recovers the full point-group symmetry of the molecule to within a given tolerance.
Q-CHEM jobs can be configured using the built-in job set up panel which includes most of the Q-CHEM job options presented in a logical and hierarchical way. Each option has a separate control which has tool-tip documentation associated with it which summarises its use and details what settings are valid, thus reducing the need to constantly check the Q-CHEM user's manual. Multiple Q-CHEM servers can be configured, allowing jobs to be submitted directly from IQMOL. These servers can correspond to either the local machine or a remote server running PBS or SGE queueing software. In the case of remote servers, all communication is carried out securely via SSH channels. Apart from ensuring Q-CHEM is properly installed, no other server-side configuration is required for job submission from IQMOL, allowing it to be used on servers where the user has limited access permissions.
IQMOL's analysis package can read data from a variety of file formats including Q-CHEM input/output, xyz, formatted checkpoint, and cube data files. Isovalue surfaces can be plotted for a range of properties based on an SCF wave function including densities, spin-densities, and MOs. Promolecule and van der Waals surfaces are also available for systems where the wave function information is not available. All surfaces can be coloured based on a scalar property such as the electrostatic potential, or arbitrary data from a cube file. The animation module is capable of animating vibrational frequencies as well as IRC and optimisation pathways. Animations of molecular surfaces are also possible. Key frames are loaded from separate cube files and then a configurable number of interpolated surfaces are generated to provide a smooth transition between the key frames. Animations can be recorded and saved as a movie file for later viewing.
Spartan
Starting in 2000, Q-CHEM has provided back-end source code to Wavefunction Inc (www.wavefun.com) that provides high performance SCF-level and correlated calculations as part of its advanced user interface within the Spartan Pro and Spartan Student packages. The Spartan environment includes not only highly developed graphics, but also advanced database capabilities and a rich suite of conformational searching and modelling tools that complement Q-CHEM's focus on ab initio methods.
Other interfaces
Q-CHEM is also interfaced with a variety of other public domain user interfaces, including CHARMMing [300] Avogadro [416] , Molden [417] , and WebMO [418] .
Summary
In this review, we have summarised the main technical features that have been incorporated into the Q-CHEM program since the last major review of its capabilities [17] . The main reason that such an extensive range of developments can be reported is the size and level of activity of our developer community, as captured by the authorship list of the paper. Looking to the future, Q-CHEM will continue to try to serve the academic needs of our developers by providing a state of the art development platform, which in turn serves the needs of our users by the creation of new electronic structure capabilities and algorithms. With our open team-ware model, we continue to encourage new developers to join us in creating future advances.
